APRIL CHAPTER MEETING
POST-SUSTAINABILITY: New Directions in Ecological Urban Design for the Near Future
Wednesday, April 30, 2014 (RESCHEDULED)

THIS EVENT WAS RESCHEDULED!! Case studies, projects, and outreach efforts that aim to illuminate the environmental possibilities of New York City will be presented and will inspire solutions in areas like it around the world. Mitchell Joachim, Assoc. AIA of Terreform ONE will unpack the working methods of a unique laboratory for scientists, artists, architects, students, and individuals of many backgrounds to explore and advance the larger framework of socio-ecological design. This program is brought to us by the Committee on the Environment. 1.0 HSW LU

The Center for Architecture & Design
50 West Town Street, Suite 110
Columbus, OH 43215
Reception 5 PM | Lecture 6 PM

Free for AIA members, Affiliates, and Students | $20 for Non-Members

More Information |
No need to re-register for this event. Call 614-469-1973 with questions.

Sponsored By Heapy Engineering

DESIGN TALKS:
Library Design in the Digital Age
Thursday, May 1, 2014

This panel discussion will address the current state of library operation and how it affects the library design. We will also discuss how library design addresses the changing role of media consumption in the digital age and how libraries can become a community space for social interaction of library users. 1.0 HSW LU

AIA Columbus would like to thank the following sponsors for their continued support of the Chapter:

Affiliate Members
AJ Schmitt Fine Home
Building
Barber & Hoffman, Inc.
BlairT
Campanella Associates
Continental Office
DesignPro Insurance
Group
DHDC Engineering
DIRTT
Elford, Inc.
Fortney & Weygandt, Inc.
Hamilton Parker
Jezerinac Geers & Associates
Livel Technologies LLC
Messer Construction Co.
Mock Woodworking
Paul J. Ford and Co.
Pella Windows
Pepper Construction
Schaefer
SMBH
Snyder Brick and Block
Tec Studio
The Garland Company
Turner Construction
V&S Columbus Galvanizing
Weaver Commercial
Contractor Inc.
Woodright Forest Products

*Contact Gwen Berlekamp for information about Sponsorship and Affiliate Membership.
MAY CHAPTER MEETING
Performing the Entitlement Tightrope:
Columbus Commissions, Review Boards and
the Public Engagement Process
Tuesday, May 20, 2014

Several prominent speakers from around the City of Columbus will provide insight and input into the structure, roles, and processes of City Commission review and approval. This panel discussion will cover everything from best practices to engaging the public, and will be moderated by Jonathan Barnes, AIA.

2014 ARE REVIEW SESSIONS
Beginning Saturday, May 17, 2014

AIA Columbus is pleased to announce we will be providing ARE Review Sessions for 2014. Sessions will typically take place on the third Saturday of every month. For full schedule...
2014 AIA COLUMBUS GOLF OUTING
Swing Through Time
Monday, September 15, 2014

Time travel through the decades as you round 18 holes in this fun-filled fundraiser for the AIA Columbus Scholarship program at the Ohio State University Knowlton School of Architecture. Many sponsorship opportunities are available!

More Information | Download Flyer

Call 614-469-1973 if you are interested in participating.

AROUND THE CHAPTER
2013 YEAR IN REVIEW

2013 was an exciting year. We moved into a new space, celebrated our 100th anniversary, and offered many hours of continuing education, events and other programming for the membership and affiliates. We hope you take the time to look through and remember some of your favorite moments from 2013 in our annual Year in Review.

2014 AIA COLUMBUS MEMBERSHIP SURVEY

We want your feedback! AIA Columbus is producing a comprehensive membership survey this year. Called "AIA Columbus Counts," this will allow members (and non-members) to weigh in on a number of different topics. Look for this survey in upcoming weeks.
AROUND THE AIA

HELP EXTEND 179D (TAX DEDUCTION FOR ENERGY-EFFICIENT DESIGN)
We need your help to promote energy-efficient design with members of Congress. Tell your representative to extend the 179D tax deduction now at the AIA Advocacy Center. (AIA Login Required).

AIA CONVENTION 2014: CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS
Want to attend the 2014 Convention for free? There is still time! Sign up for at least four (4) volunteer time slots and receive free access to the Convention. Sign up here. The 2014 Convention will take place from June 26-28.

AROUND THE PROFESSION

REGISTRATION OPEN FOR ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE | ENTRIES DUE MAY 31
It is time to start rallying your volleyball teams for this year’s AIA Architectural and Engineering Volleyball League organized by SMBH! This coed grass league will begin matches in June and continue through the summer. The games are all on Thursday nights at 7PM at a location to be determined. The league is open to architecture firms, engineering firms and building trades/construction companies. Send an email to amilligan@smbhinc.com for more information or to register your team. Team entries due by May 31.

MEDIA SCAN

A Map of all the Places in the U.S. Where Nobody Lives

The 2014 AIA COTE Top Ten Green Projects

What Makes a Copy-Cat a Copy-Cat? The Complex Case of Architectural Copyright

Five Key Reasons Why Having An Architect On Your Development Team Is Essential

CE LIVE EVENT FOR AIA CREDITS
Wednesday, May 7, 2014

Receive 4 AIA HSW Credit Hours towards your state license.

Center for Architecture + Design
50 West Town Street, Suite 110
UPCOMING EVENTS!

April 30 - (Rescheduled) April Chapter Meeting, 5:00 Reception, 6:00 Lecture at the Center for Architecture & Design | Call 614-469-1973 to register.

May 1 - Design Talks: Library Design in the Digital Age, 12 PM at the Center for Architecture & Design

May 1 - EP Committee Meeting, 6 PM at Cup o' Joe on the Cap

May 6 - TAP Committee Meeting, 12 PM at NBBJ

May 7 - CE Academy Live Event, 8:00 AM - 1:00 PM at the Center for Architecture & Design | Register

May 7 - AIA Columbus Golf Committee Meeting, 4:30 PM at the Center for Architecture & Design

May 8 - Munch and Learn, 11:45 AM - 1:00 PM at Dempsey's Restaurant | Register

May 14 - Spring Spritzer Happy Hour Series, 5:30 PM - 7:30 PM at Red Brick Inn

May 15 - Save the Date! The Evolution of Practice: Training Seminar, 11:00 AM - 1:30 PM at the Center for Architecture & Design

To view all upcoming AIA Columbus events, see our calendar.

* AIA Columbus Committee Meetings are open to all members. Committee descriptions are available here. Please contact Gwen for more information about getting involved in a committee.